Abstract: This paper presents a genetic algorithm (GA) based approach for the solution of the optimal power flow (OPF) in distribution networks with distributed generation (DG) units, including fuel cells, micro turbines, diesel generators, photovoltaic systems and wind turbines. The OPF is formulated as a nonlinear multi-objective optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints. Due to the stochastic nature of energy produced from renewable sources, i.e. wind turbines and photovoltaic systems, as well as load uncertainties, a probabilisticalgorithm is introduced in the OPF analysis. The Weibull and normal distributions are employed to model the input random variables, namely the wind speed, solar irradiance and load power. The 2m+1 point estimate method and the Gram Charlier expansion theory are used to obtain the statistical moments and the probability density functions (PDFs) of the OPF results. The proposed approach is examined and tested on a modified IEEE 34 node test feeder with integrated five different DG units. The obtained results prove the efficiency of the proposed approach to solve both deterministic and probabilistic OPF problems for different forms of the multi-objective function. As such, it can serve as a useful decision-making supporting tool for distribution network operators.
Introduction
Electricity distribution companies tend to integrate different types of distributed generation (DG) units in the distribution network [1] . Integration of DG units with renewable energy such as photovoltaic (pv) systems, small wind turbines (wt s ) and small hydro power plants is influenced by geographical and meteorological conditions. The DG units with non renewable energy, including fuel cells (fc s ), micro turbines (mt s ) and diesel generators (dg s ), can be connected to any point of the distribution network, but the fuel cost must be accuracy of the input data. When some of the input variables are uncertain, the OPF should be treated as a probabilistic problem.
It is well known that the load forecast is always subject to certain errors. In [11] , the uncertainty of undetermined load is modeled by normal distribution and OPF problem is defined with several constraints. An OPF with multiple data uncertainties, including load forecast, constraints' limits and cost curve coefficients have been presented in [12] . Moreover, because of the probabilistic nature of the wind speed and solar irradiance, the wind and solar units generate random and fluctuated power. A probabilistic approach for the energy and operation management of renewable microgrids under uncertain environment has been proposed in [13] . The Weibul distribution for wind speed and normal PDF for loads is assumed in [14] to investigate the probabilistic OPF problem by applying the point estimate method. In [15] , stochastic behavior of market participants is introduced in the OPF calculation by means of a two-point estimate method.
The main purpose of this paper is the development of a generalized approach for the OPF analysis in distribution networks. Among other, this implies the inclusion of different types of DG units, taking into account the uncertainties of the input variables, the multi-objective optimization and choice of an efficient method for solving the OPF.
In Section 2, we formulated the deterministic OPF as a nonlinear multiobjective optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints. This formulation includes the DG units with renewable and non-renewable energy sources. Optimization models of the DG units are given in Section 3. In this paper, the GA has been used to solve the OPF problem. The GA, as an intelligent and widely used heuristic optimization algorithm, is briefly described in Section 4. In addition to the deterministic, a probabilistic OPF algorithm based on the 2m+1 point estimate method is presented in Section 5. The Weibull and normal distributions are employed to model the input random variables, namely the wind speed, solar irradinace and load power. The Gram Charlier expansion series are used to obtain PDFs of the OPF results. The proposed approach is tested on a modified IEEE 34 node test feeder. The following objective functions are considered: (i) fuel cost minimization for DG units (ii) simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost and power losses (iii) simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost and voltage deviation and (iv) simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost, power losses and voltage deviation. Section 6 presents the results of simulation. Finaly, the main contributions of this paper are summarized in Section 7.
Deterministic Optimal Power Flow
The goal of the OPF is to minimize a selected objective function via optimal settings of the control variables, subjected to various equality and inequality constraints. Generally, the OPF problem can be formulated as follows [16 -21] :
where F is the objective function to be minimized, x and u are vectors of dependent and control variables, respectively.
For a distribution networks, the vector of dependent variables (x) consisting of:
 The active power from the electric grid gr P ;
 Load node voltages, including DG units which are modeled as PQ nodes, V L ;  The reactive power outputs of the DG units which are modeled as PV nodes Q DG ;  Branch flows S l .
Therefore, x can be expressed as:
where NL, NPV and N are the number of load nodes, number of PV nodes, and number of nodes (namely branches) in the distribution network, respectively. Vector of control variables (u) consisting of:  The active power outputs of the DG units with nonrenewable energy sources P DG ;  Root node voltage V 0 ;  The terminal voltages at PV nodes V PV ;  Transformer (voltage regulation) tap settings t;  The outputs of shunt VAR compensators Q C . Therefore, the vector of control variables can be expressed as:
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Objective Function
The objective function can take different forms. Several cases have been considered in this paper. Case 1: Fuel cost minimization.
where   
where Ploss i and Ploss w are the power loss in branch i and weighting factor for power losses, respectively. Case 3: Multi-objective OPF as simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost and voltage deviation at load nodes:
where V i and v w are the voltage magnitude at load node iand weighting factor for voltage deviation, respectively. Case 4: Multi-objective OPF as simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost, power losses and voltage deviation at load nodes:
Constraints
The equality constraints (2) represent typical power balance and power flow equations. The power balance equation in distribution network with DG units with renewable and nonrenewable energy sources can be expressed as follows:
where NR is number of DG units with renewable energy sources. The backward/forward sweep power flow equations are given in [22, 23] . Inequality constraints (3) are the functional operating constraints containing: load bus voltage magnitude limits, DG units reactive power capabilities and branch flow limits:
Constraints (4) define the feasibility region of the problem control variables such as: DG unit active power output limits, root node voltage magnitude limits, PV node voltage magnitude limits, transformer tap setting limits and shunt VAR compensation limits:
Inequality constraints of the dependent variables contain load bus voltage magnitudes, DG units reactive power outputs and branch loadings is added to the objective function as a quadratic penalty terms [16] . The new expanded objective function to be minimized becomes:
where λ V , λ QDG and λ S are defined as penalty factors. x lim is the limit value of the dependent variable x and given as [21] :
DG Units Modeling For Optimal Power Flow

Diesel generator
Usually, the diesel fuel consumption data in (L/h) at 25%, 50%, 70% and 100% of the diesel generator power rating (kW) are given by the manufacturer. Based on these data, the fuel consumption characteristic of the diesel generator can be estimated as a quadratic function of its active power output: 
where dg c is the diesel fuel price to supply the diesel generator in ($/L). We assume that MDJW 410 T6, 369 kW diesel generator is used in this paper. The diesel fuel consumption data of the diesel generator is available in [24] . Based on these data and the fuel price was adopted 0.6
, we obtain the fuel costs characteristic shown in Fig. 1 .
Fuel cell
Fuel cost for the fuel cell is dependent of the active power output and the fuel cell efficiency [5, 25] :
where fc f is fuel cost for the fuel cell ($/h), fc P is fuel cell output (electrical) power (kW), fc  is the fuel cell efficiency, fc c is fuel (natural gas) price to supply the fuel cell ($/kWh). The fuel cell efficiency can be expressed as the ratio of actual operating voltage V and 1.482 (V) [26] :
In this paper the Proton Exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell has been considered. The actual operating voltage of the fuel cell is a function of power level, and can be calculated using the following formula [26] :
where: 0 V is theoretical or thermodynamic fuel cell potential (0.9 V); Pnom V is selected cell potential at nominal power (0.45 -0.75 V); 
Microturbine
The microturbine fuel costs f mt [$/h] can be calculated as [5] :
where mt P is the microturbine electrical power output [kW] , mt  is the microturbine electric efficiency, mt c is the fuel price to supply the microturbine [$/kWh]. The efficiency of the microturbine increases with the increase of the output power [27] . The electric efficiency characteristic of the microturbine can be estimated as a quadratic function of its power output:
From a typical electrical efficiency curve of a 300 kW CGT301-302 microturbine [27] we obtain the microturbine fuel costs curve given in Fig. 1 . It is assumed that the fuel price to supply the microturbine is 0.05
Fig. 1 -Fuel cost characteristics of the DG units.
Wind turbine
To calculate power output of a wind turbine, two main factors must be known: the wind speed on certain location and the power curve of the wind turbine. According to [28, 29] the power curve of a wind turbine can be modeled by means of a function split into four different parts: 
,
where nom P , nom v , ci v and co v are nominal power, nominal wind speed, cut-in wind speed, and cut-out wind speed of the wind turbine, respectively. wt P and v are denoted power output of the wind turbine and wind speed.
In this paper, we assume Vestas V44/600 kW wind turbine model [30] . The parameters used to model the power curve obtained from the owner's manual are as follows: Fig. 2 shows the wind speed data used to calculate the power generated by the wind turbine generator in the deterministic OPF algorithm.
Photovoltaic
The power output of the photovoltaic module is dependent on the solar irradiance and ambient temperature of the site as well as the characteristics of the module itself [29] . The following equation can be used to calculate the power output of the photovoltaic module pv P [31] :
where STC P is photovoltaic module maximum power at Standard Test Condition (STC) (W), Is is solar irradiance on the photovoltaic module surface (W/m 2 ),  is photovoltaic module temperature coefficient for power (˚C -1 ), c T is photovoltaic cell (module) temperature (˚C). The photovoltaic module temperature can be calculated as a function of solar irradiance and ambient temperature based on the module's nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT). The NOCT model equation is [32, 33] :
where T a is ambient temperature (˚C), T NOCT is nominal operating cell temperature, NOCT (°C), of the module. We assume that Sunmodule, SW 250 mono modules are used in this paper. Their performance characteristics are:
250 Fig. 2 shows the ambient temperature and solar irradiance data [5] used to calculate the output power generated by the photovoltaic modules in the deterministic OPF algorithm.
Fig. 2 -The wind speed, ambient temperature and solar irradiance data.
Electric grid
The market energy costs gr f [$/h] can be represented by quadratic function as: 
Solution Method
The genetic algorithm is one of the techniques, that is, one optimization procedure based on the natural evolution process imitation [34] . They belong to the methods of a directed random search of solution domain with the aim of finding a global optimum. The classical optimization methods start from a single possible initial solution and they reach the optimum by applying the heuristic rules iteratively. The GA starts from the population, which is a group of individuals. Each individual represents a potential solution of the optimization problem. The individuals are presented in the same way, usually through a column or a string of data. The quality of each solution or individual is determined based on the fitness function values. Through a series of GA Optimal Power Flow for Distribution Networks with Distributed Generation 155 operations a new population is obtained and its individuals are engendered by the individuals from the previous population according to the natural evolution principles: the choice of parents, crossover and mutation. Basic operations of the GA are:
1. Representation of individuals: All data (variables) that make an individual are written in a string. A string is composed of substrings. Each substring represents a binary encoded variable on which the process of optimisation is carried out. The number of substrings, therefore the size of a string, depends on the number of variables that are optimized. 2. Initialization: individuals with random strings are generated that set up the initial population. 3. Fitness function calculation: It is used to rate the quality of an individual and it represents an equivalent of the function that should be optimised, that is, objective function. 4. Selection: During the selection process the individuals that will participate in the reproduction (parents) are selected. The point of the selection is to store and transfer good individuals to the next generation. 5. Crossover: The way in which coded column parts (substrings) are crossed over actually makes a GA. Crossover is an exchange process of column parts between two individuals, that is, "parents". One or two new individuals engender by the crossover, that is, a "child". The possibility of inheriting the first parent's characteristics by a child is introduced during this process. 6. Mutation: Mutation is a way to give a new piece of information to an individual. Mutation represents an accidental bit variation of an individual, generally with a constant probability for each bit within a population. The mutation probability can further vary depending on the size of the population, application and preferences of the explorer. A fixed value which is often kept during the whole genetic algorithm is used for each generation. 7. Ending conditions: The process of finding the optimal solution by the use of the GA is an iterative process which ends when a maximum number of generations is achieved or when another criterion is fulfilled, such as a minimum offset from the best fitness value and medium fitness value of all individuals in a current population. If end conditions are fulfilled, the best individual thus obtained is the semioptimal solution in question. Otherwise, return to 3. In this paper, the MATLAB realization of the GA is applied. The GA parameters implemented in this paper are shown in Table 1 . 
Probabilistic Optimal Power Flow
When some of the input variables are uncertain, the OPF problem becomes probabilistic. Because of the probabilistic nature of wind speed and solar irradiance, the power output of the wt and the pv units are random variables as well [13] . Moreover, it is very hard to expect that the forecast of the load demand is exactly correct due to unexpected disturbance, forecast error, or load variation. Such randomly occured factors would be the main source of uncertainties [11] . Every probabilistic formulation requires statistical characterization of the input random variables and a method for evaluating statistical features of the output variables [35] .
Wind speed modeling
The wind speed probability density function at a certain location is generally described by a Weibull distribution [28, 29, 36, 37] :
The cumulative density function (CDF) for the Weibull distribution is:
The CDF with its inverse have been utilized to calculate the wind speed:
where r are the random numbers uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Constants C and k are the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull distribution. Different methods can be used to calculate the Weibull parameters [37] . In this paper, parameters k and C are calculated, approximately, using mean wind speed v m and standard deviation  as follows [29] :
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Solar irradiance modeling
Basically, the solar irradiance has stochastic nature. Therefore, probability density function should be adopted. The solar irradiance uncertainty may be characterized by normal probability density function [13, 38 -40] : 
Cumulative density function (CDF) for the normal distribution is:
CDF with its inverse have been utilized to calculate the solar irradiance:
where r is a random variable having uniform distribution in [0, 1], erf and erf -1 are the error function and the inverse error function, respectively,  is hourly mean value of the solar irradiance and  is standard deviation of the I S . Standard deviation of the hourly mean value of the solar irradiance can be pre-determined for the morning period, afternoon period and hours around the solar noon [38] . In this paper, we assume that the hourly means of solar irradiance  are equal to their forecasted values from Fig. 2 , and values of  are pre-determined with 100 8%     at morning (5 -8 h) and evening hours (17 -21 h), and 3% around the solar noon (9 -16 h)
Probabilistic load model
The load is assumed to be a random variable (L) following the same probability density function within each hour of a given daily load diagram. The PDF of the active/reactive power load will be assumed to be under the normal distribution [11, 13 -15, 36, 41] :
where  is the mean value given as fixed load level on the daily load diagram;  is standard deviation of L.
Normal CDF (43) with its inverse (44) have been used to generate the load value:
where r is a random variable having uniform distribution in [0, 1]; erf and erf -1 are the error function and the inverse error function, respectively. In this paper it is assumed that the mean values of the active/reactive power load at each load bus are given in Fig. 4 with a standard deviation of 5%.
Statistical evaluation of the output variables
Generally, the probabilistic OPF can be expressed as ( )
where X is the vector of input random variables and Y is the vector of output random variables.
In the technical literature, there are several methods for evaluating the statistical features of the output variables. These methods may be classified into the three main categories: Monte Carlo simulation [41, 42] , analytical methods [43, 44] , and approximate methods [13, 15, 35, 45] .
In this paper, an approximative method, called the point estimate method was used. The point estimate method can guarantee a great reduction of the computational efforts compared to the Monte Carlo simulation procedure [35] . This method concentrates the statistical information provided by the first few central moments of the m input random variables on K = 2, 3, 5 points for each variable, named concentrations. By using these points and function F, which relates input and output variables, statistical moments of the output variables can be obtained [45] . To obtain these moments, function F has to be calculated 2m, 2m+1 or 4m+1 times depending on the adopted scheme. In this paper, 2m+1 scheme was used.
The 2m+1 scheme is more accurate than the 2m scheme and performances of the 2m+1 and 4m+1 schemes are practically the same. The 2m+1 scheme requires 2m+1 evaluations of function F and uses only a two-point concentration for each input random variable [35] . Procedure for computing the moments of the output variables for the probabilistic OPF problem can be summarized by the following steps: 1. Determine number m of input random variables. 2. Set the vector of the j-th moment of the output variable equal to zero: 
where λ t,3 is the skewness and λ t,4 is the kurtosis of the input random variable x t .
Determine two locations x t,i
, ,  are the mean and standard deviation of x t , respectively.
6. Run the deterministic OPF algorithm for both locations x t,i using the two input variable vectors:
, ,..., ,...,
where xk  (k = 1,2,…,m and k ≠ t) is the mean value of the remaining random input variables. 7. Determine the weight factors:
9. Repeat steps 4-8 for t = t + 1 until the list of random input variables is exhausted. 10. Run the deterministic OPF algorithm using as input variable vector: 1 2 , , ,..., ,...,
11. Determine the weight factor of OPF solution of Step 10:
12.
Knowing statistical moments of the output random variable, the mean and standard deviation can be computed:
Based on statistical moments, it is possible to approximate the probability density functions (PDFs) of the output random variables of interest using the Gram-Charlier series approach [13, 35, 43, 45] .
Simulation Results
The proposed OPF approach is tested on a modified IEEE 34 node test feeder shown in Fig. 3 . The original IEEE 34 node test feeder [46] is modified using assumptions given in [47] . Five different DG units were introduced in the modified test feeder. The fuel cost and output power characteristics of the DG units are given in Section 3. We assume that the DG units connected at nodes 812 (wt), 816 (mt), 854 (pv) and 862 (dg) operate in PQ mode at 0.9 power factors (produce reactive power). The DG unit at node 848 (fc) is capable to control active power and voltage independently, and therefore operate in PV mode. Fig. 4 shows hourly forecasted load levels in all load nodes within the distribution network.
Data for lines and nominal loads of the test feeder are reported in Table 2 . The DG units data are listed in Table 3 . It has a total of 9 control variables as follows: three DG unit active power outputs, one root node voltage magnitude, one PV node voltage magnitude, two voltage regulation tap settings and two shunt VAR compensator reactive power outputs. The lower and upper limits for the control variables are given in Table 4 . The lower and upper limits of load node voltages, including DG units which are modeled as PQ nodes, are 0.95 and 1.05 p.u., respectively. 
Table 2 Line data and Load data of the modified IEEE 34 node test feeder.
Section parameters
Load at Rec. node Send. node 800  802  806  808  812  814  850  816  824  828  830  854  852  832  858  834  860  836  836  834  842  844  846  832  888   802  806  808  812  814  850  816  824  828  830  854  852  832  858  834  860  836  840  862  842  844  846  848 [kVAr] 0 300
Deterministic OPF analysis
In the deterministic OPF the output power of wt and pv units as well as the load level are equal to their specified (forecasted) values. Four optimization cases were considered. Case 1: fuel cost minimization for DG units; Case 2: simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost and power losses; Case 3: simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost and voltage deviation; Case 4: simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost, power losses and voltage deviation. Table 5 shows the optimal settings of the control variables and appropriate values of the fuel cost, power losses and voltage deviation for a min and max load level (T = 2h and T = 14h). The underlined values indicate the optimum value of the fuel cost, power losses and voltage deviation in accordance with the optimization cases. Figs. 5 and 6 show voltage profiles of the above cases. As it could be seen, values of voltage at all nodes are within the allowable limits.
The optimal settings of the control variables for other load levels are determined too. Daily values of the fuel cost, energy loss and max voltage deviation in accordance with the optimal settings of control variables are shown in Fig. 7 . Minimization of the fuel cost in Case 1 causes the maximum energy loss in relation to other cases. In Case 2, the minimum energy loss is obtained, but the fuel cost and voltage deviation is increased to its maximum. In Case 3, the fuel cost increased in relation with Case 1 and decreased in relation with Case 2, as well as the energy loss decreased in relation with Case 1 and increased in relation with Case 2. Based on results in Figs. 5-7, Case 4 can be adopted as a compromise solution of the OPF problem. 
Probabilistic OPF analysis
In this section, the wt and pv units power generation as well as the load level are adopted as uncorrelated input random variables. Using proper PDFs modeling for the hourly wind speed and solar irradiance given in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, the output power of wt and pv units are evaluated. All loads are fully correlated and follow the same PDF given in Section 5.3.
The 2m+1 point estimate method is implemented along with the GA to find the optimal solution of the probabilistic OPF. Table 6 reports the mean and standard deviation of the OPF results. Optimization Case 1 and Case 4 were considered for Time = 14 h, 8 h and 2 h. Fig. 8 shows the PDFs of the results for optimization Case 4 and Time = 14 h. To obtain these PDFs, the GramCharlier expansion was used. In order to determine the impact of individual input random variables on the statistical characteristics of the results, we run the probabilistic OPF for five different combinations of the input random variables. Results are given in Table  7 . From these results, it is clear that input random variable L has a higher impact on the standard deviation of the output variables than input random variables P wt and P pv . The reason for this is that the total power load in the distribution network is much higher than the power outputs of wt and pv units. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a GA based approach is proposed for the solution of the OPF in distribution networks with DG units. The OPF is formulated as a nonlinear multi-objective optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints. This formulation includes the DG units with renewable and non-renewable energy sources.
The Weibull and normal distributions are employed to model the input random variables, namely the wind speed, solar irradiance and load power. The 2m+1 point estimate method and the Gram Charlier expansion theory are used to obtain the statistical moments and the PDFs of the OPF results.
The proposed approach is examined and tested on a modified IEEE 34 node test feeder with integrated five different DG units, where several objective functions have been considered: (i) fuel cost minimization for DG units (ii) simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost and power losses (iii) simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost and voltage deviation and (iv) simultaneous minimization of the fuel cost, power losses and voltage deviation. The obtained results prove the efficiency of the proposed approach to solve both deterministic and probabilistic OPF problems for different forms of the multi-objective function. As such, it can serve as a useful decision-making supporting tool for distribution network operators and help to find out how the input random variables affect the statistical characteristics of the OPF results.
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